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1  Purpose 
This document provides detailed directions regarding the data standards applying the 
City’s Enterprise GIS implementation across all departments. 
 
2  COBIT Reference 
Control Objective PO2 “Define the Information Architecture” 
 
3  Procedure 
 
APPLICATION OF STANDARDS  
  
The standards described herein apply to all GIS data developed through expenditure of City 
funds, including in-house developed data, or contractor developed data.   
  
SECTION 1 CREATING DATA  
  
1.1  Coordinate System and Data Storage Parameters    
  
The City’s coordinate system standard for vector, raster and image data (GIS data) shall be:  
  
NAD 1983 StatePlane Florida West FIPS 0902 Feet 
 
1.2  Attribute Data  
  
The City adheres to NENA standards for addressing information. Addressing attribute 
information includes – house number, suite number, direction prefix, street name, street type, 
and zip code. For more information on this standard please refer to Addressing Systems A 
training Guide for 9-1-1. ISBN 1-883119-18-9 or call 1-800-332-3911.  
  
Parcel attribute derived and related data: Data created by referencing the boundary of an 
individual parcel shall contain the source parcel’s Strap Numbers.   
 
STRAP Number 
A 17 digit number that identifies a piece of property and it's specific location. Often 
referred to as a parcel or account number. The strap number is comprised of the 
property's section, township, range, area or subdivision, and block/lot number. 
 
1.3 GIS Software  
  
 The City employs the latest GIS software and has installed ArcGIS 10.x, ArcGIS Server 10.x  
1.4  Data Formats  
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The primary format is ESRI geodatabase 10.x.  
The City will also accept ESRI shapefile, I personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase formats 
for GIS data and AutoCAD CAD dwg v9+ data formats for engineering type drawings and digital 
mapping files.  
 
City’s map projection and coordinate system shall be used for all layers developed by City 
resources or by external firms doing work on behalf of the City. Map Title shall clearly describe 
the map theme.  
  
Metadata describes important details about the data accuracy and reliability. The City adheres 
to the ISO metadata standard for GIS data metadata and metadata shall accompany all layers 
developed. The minimum accepted metadata would include contact information for Data 
Suppliers and/or Data Maintainers, Date of Publishing, completion or submission, and 
Frequency of Data Update. A Maintenance Process document must be included with each 
dataset prior to its uploading to the GIS database.   
  
1.5  GIS Data Layer Naming   
  
GIS naming convention shall be of the form: Xxxxx_Xxxx_Xxx {1

st
 letter of each word 

capitalized)  
Examples: Census_Tract_2000, Future_Landuse, etc  
  
Raster, aerial or orthophoto naming convention shall be:  Named by the fiscal year.  
Example: FY11  
  
In all cases, GIS data or map layer names shall describe, in layperson terms, the data 
contained. In all cases, metadata will contain a layperson description of the data.  
  
Data / Layer names must not exceed 30 characters in length.  
  
1.6  Attribute Table Column Names  
  
The maximum length for a column name shall be 30 characters.  
  
Columns or fields containing numbers that will not be used in calculations (like STRAP, Address 
numbers, etc) shall be a text string or varchar datatype.  
  
The use of a hyphen in a field name is not allowed. If column title uses acronyms, these can be 
capitalized. Use underscores to separate words (example: USGS_Waterways).  
  
Columns or fields containing numbers that will be used in calculations (like length, area, volume, 
etc.) shall be stored with a numeric datatype (floating point, integer, etc.) appropriate to the 
intended calculation. For example a floating point is used for answers requiring decimal 
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numbers and integer for answers requiring whole numbers answers.  
  
An ESRI coverage or shapefile stores dates in a date field with this format: yyyy-mm-dd. A 
geodatabase formats date as datetime yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss AM or PM.  All date fields created 
in coverage, shapefile, or geodatbase (personal or enterprise) format shall be created as a date 
field type, and populated according to this standard.  
  
Do NOT use ‘system reserve words’ like ‘DATE’, NUMBER, TEXT, TO, FROM, GRANT’ to 
name column or fields. If source data columns have a reserve word naming, the data supplier or 
maintainer shall change the column name to “something else”. If the source data column 
contains a name that is a date or numeric reference then the data supplier or maintainer shall 
change the name to “something else_date” – “date” being the actual date, or number or other of 
the original column name.  
  
1.7  Spatial Topology  
  
Map data submitted for inclusion in the City of Cape Coral GIS database will be topologically 
clean and free of errors.  All points, lines, polygons, and regions will have a single unique user-
id number.  Data will be free of undershoots, overshoots, and sliver polygons unless necessary 
to accurately describe the specific map data.  All data provided, as a geodatabase, shall have 
topology based on the criteria outlined in the ArcGIS help system instructions (refer specifically 
to ‘Topology Validation’ topic).  
  
GIS data layers derived from foundation data - like parcels, shoreline, hydrology, street 
centerlines, or administrative boundaries - shall be of the same spatial accuracy as the source 
data. For example, GIS data derived from the parcels map layer, and which has graphic lines 
common to parcel lines, shall have those common lines exactly coincident to the originating 
parcel lines.  
 
1.8  Cartographic Standards  
  
Although cartographic style should be left up to the department, maps should be created at a 
scale that does not compromise the accuracy of the source data unless otherwise noted on the 
map surround.  
Judgments around the scale at which to display map(s) shall be left up to the cartographer and 
the customer’s intended usage. In all cases, source data accuracy shall be displayed on the 
map surround.  
At a minimum, each custom map publication should include the following map surround items:  
  
• City of Cape Coral GIS Brand and Logo  
• Appropriate Business Unit Logo  
• Statement of scale  
• North Arrow  
• Neatline (map border)  
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• Legend  
• Citation [Reference information](if appropriate)  
• Title  
• Standard Disclaimer [GIS Server\Disclaimer], and any others appropriate for the map 
produced.  
• Statement of coordinate system and map projection used (if appropriate)  
• Date of publication  
• Map file location on the server (internal use only)  
 
SECTION 2  PUBLISHING DATA AND MAINTAINING DATA  
  
2.0  Database Structure and Purpose  
  
To manage the GIS data, the City employs 2 GIS databases versions.  
 
SDE_Default (Protected) - used as repository for all versions that are reconciled and posted. 
- contains reconciled and posted data – owners / maintainers have readonly access. 
  
SDE_EDIT (Maintenance) - used for Reconsiling Data to Default Version. 
- contains the data waiting to be posted by Admin. - owners/maintainers have full access   
  
User_Versions (Maintenance) – Used for user data editing 
- contains the most current data - owners/maintainers have full access   
 
2.1  Metadata  
  
Metadata is information that describes the content, quality, condition, and other characteristics 
of GIS map layers or associated tabular 'attribute' data (a.k.a. GIS data).   Metadata should 
accompany all GIS data stored on the enterprise GIS database including GIS data stored on 
enterprise network disk drives. METADATA IS REQUIRED FOR ALL GIS DATA PRODUCED 
THROUGH THE DISPURSEMENT OF CITY FUNDS - THIS INCLUDES CONTRACTORS, 
NON-PROFITS, AND PARTNER AGENCIES.     
The ArcCatalog Metadata Tab is the tool used by City of Cape Coral. For more information, 
please refer to “Editing Metadata” in the ArcGIS Desktop help.    
  
2.2  Publishing Data to the enterprise GIS Database  
  
The desired outcome for the data mart is to provide users of the City GIS with timely access to 
accurate, reliable GIS data.. While there are many ways to achieve this, the following process is 
recommended:   
  
1. Create GIS Data as individual ESRI Personal / File Geodatabases or shapefiles.  
2. Complete quality control according to the process outlined in Appendix 1.  
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3. Complete metadata and ensure it reflects current information 
4. To publish GIS data to the Production Geodatabase SDE_DEFAULT, the GIS Data supplier 
creates a work order and attaches the related GIS files.,  
5. The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall ensure metadata is complete, and the Quality 
Control reviewers have identified NO significant errors.    
6. On meeting all the above standards, the GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall reconcile / post 
the most current GIS data from SDE_EDIT to SDE_Default on existing data layers, if they are 
new then they are just imported and assigned rights. In collaboration with the data owner, the 
GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall ensure data in SDE_Default adheres to the naming 
convention outlined in Section 1.5 / 1.6.   
7. Test new or updated GIS data with existing or new applications (if applicable).   
8.  If appropriate, the GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall email GIS users a notification of new 
data availability.  
 
2.3  Data Suppliers and Data Maintainers Rights  
  
A data supplier is someone who provides data to GIS, by either acquiring the data from a 3

rd
 

party or by creating a new data file either by using GIS software or by initiating a process for 
GIS operators to create data. For example the manager of zoning would provide zoning maps, 
even if this data were created by external contractors or internal staff. A data maintainer is 
someone who updates data using software or other tools. The data supplier and maintainer may 
be the same person.  
 
Maintenance geodatabase (username) Rights:  
  
Data suppliers and data maintainers have unencumbered privileges to create, alter, update, or 
destroy 'their' GIS data within the SDE maintenance geodatabase (username). Each 
suppier/maintainer controls is granted a role as defined by the GIS Coordinator (or designee) to 
protect and secure their data.   
Data suppliers and data maintainers shall ensure the data stored in version username is the 
highest quality and most current data available.  
Production geodatabase SDE_Default Rights:  
 Data suppliers are responsible for defining data usage. For example, daycare facilities may be 
published to the SDE_Default but the owner may decide general viewing by the public is not 
prudent and decide to restrict distribution to internal only.  SDE_Default is  read-only to all 
users, except “special virtual users” who are created to facilitate to updating of temporary tables 
required to support production applications, and the GIS Coordinator (or designee) to administer 
and/or service the underlying technology (ArcSDE/SQL Server).  
  
2.4  Data Supplier and Data Maintainer Roles and Responsibilities  
  
Data suppliers and data maintainers are responsible for ensuring the GIS geodatabase versions  
SDE_Default and version username contain the highest quality and most current data possible, 
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also that the two versions match after a full reconcile / post has taken place.  These roles should 
also verify their data after a full compression is done. 
  
Data suppliers and data maintainers shall ensure their metadata is current and accurate.  
  
NOTE: Metadata is required for ALL GIS data.  
 
Data owners and maintainers can define any updating schedule (every month, daily, etc), 
provided that the update schedule ensures SDE_DEFAULT geodatabase users have access to 
the most accurate and current data possible before anyone else. Update schedules shall be 
included in the metadata.   
Data owners and maintainers shall review their data after the data is copied to SDE_DEFAULT 
to ensure there are no errors due to data transferring. At all time, data integrity is the 
responsibility of the data owner.   
Data maintainers shall be responsible for backing up any data not stored in SDE_Default, or not 
on a City file server.   
 
2.6  Quality Control Process  
  
The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall ensure each new layer stored in SDE_Default has 
passed a quality control (QC) test or process. QC includes a check of accuracy and 
completeness, which is reviewed using the City of Cape Coral GIS  process check form (see 
appendix 1).  This form can also be downloaded from share point under ITS, GIS, Shared 
Documents.   
  
The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall ensure that the process check form passes a peer 
review, and that two different individuals - one being the data owner, the other being a GIS 
Analyst or higher position - have participated in that QC review. The following is a 
recommended QC process.  
  
• Data suppliers select someone who is familiar with the quality of the source data to perform the 
QC check.   
• Reviewers check the layer for appropriate file format (shapefile or geodatabase)?    
• Reviewers check the data/layer name – does it meet the naming standard. Can a layperson 
understand its meaning or content?  
• Reviewers check the coordinate system to ensure it meets the standard (NAD 83, State Plane 
FL West Feet, FIPS 0902).  
• Reviewers check table field names – does the name make sense? Can a first time user 
understand the meaning of the data contained within? - check for spelling mistakes.  
• Reviewers query to database to check unique occurrence of attributes and ensure duplication 
from spelling mistakes are removed.  Are any attributes confusing?  
• If the source material is paper, reviewers visually compare the paper source to the layer.  Do 
this with all source maps.  
• If the source material is digital or a database, reviewers align it with the Geodatabase layer and 
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look for exceptions or records that do not match.  
• If the feature class is a polygon, reviewers display the Area field from smallest to largest and 
check the records with the smallest areas to identify "sliver" polygons - i.e. small polygons 
created from poor digitizing or data entry techniques.  
• Reviewers check that Metadata is complete and accurate.  
• Reviewers check that the metadata is complete.  
• Reviewers note any document correction and instruct the layer's suppliers or maintainer to 
correct the noted deficiencies.  
• Reviewers recheck the data once corrections have been made.  
• Reviewers record the number of rechecks needed to pass on the process check form.  
Following the passing of a QC process or test, the two individuals reviewing that process or test 
shall then attach that form and data to a work order.  The work order will then request data to be 
loaded to the production server.  
 
2.8  Change Management Procedures  
  
The data supplier shall notify the GIS Coordinator (or designee) by work order when he/she 
wishes to: 
 
 Include a new GIS file in the enterprise GIS data library (SDE_Default). 
Make feature class schema changes. 
Add or remove domains. 
 
2.9  Non-compliance with standards   
  
To ensure users have access to the highest quality and most current data possible, failure to 
comply with the data standards described herein, shall result   
  
A. for new data - in the data not being published to the enterprise GIS database  
B. for existing data - in the data being removed from the enterprise GIS database   
 
The data supplier and/or maintainer shall receive a email stating the reason for the non-
compliance and the action taken. The GIS Coordinator shall maintain a record of suppliers, 
maintainers and data files. 
 
SECTION 3  ACCESS TO DATA  
  
3.1  Geodatabase Overview  
  
Currently in use by the City is (1) ArcSDE geodatabase operating multiple versions as follows:  
  
GIS LIBRARY (SDE_Default) is a Read-Only instance of ArcSDE. This is the main enterprise 
GIS database used by all users as well as ArcArcGIS Server applications. GIS library has one 
administrative owner named GIS. Applications that edit rights necessary to update tables or 
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data will be assigned a ‘special virtual user’ account to support this purpose.  Usually once a 
month or upon request a full compress will be done in order to push edits down to base tables.  
  
GIS MAINTENANCE (SDE_EDIT) is a full-privilege SDE instance for supplier/maintainer 
specific data and serves the purpose of enabling the supplier or maintainer with full 
administrative privileges over their data. Data is then forwarded to the SDE_Default by the 
Database Admin. Data is created in version username or other sources and maintained in 
version username.  
 
GIS MAINTENANCE (username) is a private SDE instance created by the user for specific data 
and serves the purpose of enabling the supplier or maintainer with full administrative privileges 
over their data. Data and Metadata is required before data is placed in this database. Data is 
then forwarded to the library database by the data supplier or maintainer. Data is created in 
version (username) or other sources and maintained in version (username).  One edits are 
completed and saved a reconcile and post needs to happen in order to push edits to the 
SDE_Edit version.  

City of Cape Coral
SDE Versions

Darryl

Craig

Uric

MarvinLori

Carol Public 
Edits Secured

SDE

 
 
3.2  Geodatabase Usage  
  
To assure users of the enterprise library geodatabase (SDE_DEFAULT) have timely access to 
the highest quality, error free, and most up to date information possible:  
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GIS power users, who are individuals that produce maps, Arcmap software project files, or GIS 
software applications for use by anyone, shall use / edit data stored on the enterprise GIS 
library geodatabase (SDE_DEFAULT). 
  
Casual User Access:  
Casual GIS users are individuals that use GIS tools to access read only data and use data from 
any source to support decisions or other business processes.  
  
3.2  Data Security   
  
3.2.1  Security Roles and Passwords  
  
GIS passwords are maintained by the CAPECORAL and PS domain administrators and follow 
their policies.  
 
3.2.2  SDE_EDIT User logons, and passwords  
  
Users shall NOT share password information and passwords must adhere to City IT password 
standards.   
GIS users have select, update, delete, insert privileges for the layer(s) they supply or maintain.  
  
NOTE: GIS users are granted select privileges to group 'gisreader' so that all users can view 
data under maintenance and being tested.  
Transferring Rights:  
  
Should an GIS user wish to transfer ownership or maintenance rights to any individual, an 
workorder should be sent to the helpdesk. 
  
3.2.4  GIS SQL Server Database Security  
  
The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall create SQL Server user accounts and assign roles in 
accordance with IT security standards.   
3.2.5  Administrative Passwords  
  
The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall maintain passwords that, when used, provide full 
administrative privileges to the SQL Server database used for GIS purposes.   
  
3.3  Emergency Preparedness  
  
IT shall provide daily backups of ALL GIS databases and directories on the GIS server.  These 
files are backed up on a separate tape.  Backups of data stored on other than network disk 
drives or servers are the responsibility of the user.  
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3.3.1  Recovery Management and Contingency Planning:  
  
The following process shall happen nightly:  
• Backup of SDE Databases  
• Download of property related data. 
  
3.4  ArcGIS Server Web Sites 
  
3.4.1  Naming Conventions  
  
All files associated with a web shall follow this naming convention:  
  
The file folder, and Mapservice shall have the same name, which is easily understood and 
reflects the theme of the associated website or application.  
  
3.4.2  Testing Applications  
  
• All GIS applications shall be developed on the Web development server according to IT 
standards and the standards described herein.  
• All GIS web applications shall be tested by ITS / GIS staff before the application is published to 
the ArcGIS Server production server.  
• Enterprise GIS staff is responsible for copying the application to the ArcGIS Server production 
server.  
• If the application is found to contain a bug or bugs that render the application unusable, or that 
present erroneous or misrepresentative data, the GIS staff will immediately remove the 
application from production until such time as the application is fixed and tested successfully.   
• Applications must work on the ArcGIS Server technology version running on the production 
server or a newer and planned upgrade version.  
  
3.4.4  File Folder  
  
File folders will contain the standard ESRI ArcGIS Server documents and any additional 
documents required to customize the application.  
  
3.4.6  MapServices   
  
• The GIS Coordinator (or designee) shall ensure that mapservices names are unique and 
describe the map theme represented.   
• The GIS Coordinator (or designate) shall monitor mapserver downtime through customer 
complaints or satisfication surveys  
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Appendix 1- Process Check List 
 

 Data layer is in the proper format (shapefile, coverage or geodatabase).   

 Data layer or file name makes sense, must fit the Cape Coral Guidelines for SDE or 
adequately describe the data theme 

 Is the data in the correct coordinate system? (NAD 83, State Plane FL West Feet, FIPS 0902). 

 Field names make sense from a layperson perspective? Correct any spelling mistakes. 

 Generate a unique occurrence for each field.  Are the attributes unique? Correct misspelled or 
confusing words? 

 If the source material was a database, run it against the Geodatabase and generate an 
exceptions list (i.e. a list of all records that do not match the geodatabase table). 

 Remove all slivers.  If the feature class is a polygon, display the Area field from smallest to 
largest.  Check the records with the smallest areas to see if they are slivers. 

 If the feature class is a line, display the length field from smallest to largest.  Check the 
records with the smallest areas to see if they are errors and remove errors. 

 If the feature class is a point, then the points should be placed appropriately (not on top of 
each other).  

 Completed the Data Maintenance Request portion of this document. 

 Document any errors and provide that document to the data owner for subsequent resolution. 

 Recheck & correct data rejected due to errors or other deficiency. 

 Polygon layers should be brought into workstation to check topology.  (Refer to “Quality 
Control Procedures for Data Integrity and Topology”) 

 Complete Metadata, Include date of data changes and name of revising party. 

 Once ALL the above is complete and ALL Data error’s are resolved submit data to ITS / GIS 
for implementation into the Enterprise Geodatabse.   

 
 


